ICASTEC  Wisenet
“Thanks to the user-friendly interface and automation
of important tasks anyone can manage the application
with ease and we are able to focus on properly
engaging with our learners.”
About ICASTEC
Based in Singapore, ICAS Training & Education College (ICASTEC)
is a vocational school, delivering courses for the hotel, catering,
cooking and pastry industries, focusing more on entrepreneurship,
leadership and management, and has been recognized as one of
the world’s top quality educational institutions.
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Student success starts with
Learning Relationship Management
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The trusted name in education
management since 1997



Our next-generation applications
manage business operations
At ICASTEC we use Wisenet for our daily
operations, this includes messaging
automation, development of monthly
reports, storage of student records, and
scheduling of important tasks.



Focus on what’s important and
leave the rest to us
Wisenet helps us to perform our daily
operational tasks with ease. Thanks to the
user-friendly interface and automation of
important tasks anyone can manage the
application with ease and we are able to
focus on properly engaging with our learners.
We are able to generate reports as well which
is a massive timesaving.



Deploy Wisenet to save you time
and money
Wisenet is the hub of our college where tasks
are performed smoothly with automation.
We get to save a lot of time (and money) on
administrative items that would ordinarily be
very time consuming.



Top quality service from system
infrastructure to customer support
Use Wisenet, I highly recommend the system to
others to run their daily operations. The system
has worked so well for us and the support that
we receive from the Customer Engagement
team is always greatly appreciated.

Build and nurture your most valuable relationships with next generation
education management applications for Private Education Institution
Contact Wisenet today for a no-obligation demonstration and quote.
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